INTRODUCTION

The SOQ Committee was appointed by the CSUF Academic Senate as a result of a Response to a Statement of Opinion election held in Spring 2017, in which the campus electorate voted in support of the following proposal:

An ad hoc committee should be formed to review the research literature on student opinion questionnaires, compare their findings to current campus policy, and make evidence-based recommendations for changes to our SOQ policies.

Therefore, the SOQ Committee’s specific charge was to “Review the research literature on student opinion questionnaires, compare the findings to current campus policy, and make evidence-based recommendations for changes to CSUF’s SOQ ¹policies.” The committee members were faculty drawn from each college: Eliza Noh (HUM), Cynthia King (COMM), Lidia Nuño (SOC SCI), Catherine Brennan (NSM), Patrice Waller (EDU), Hope Weiss (ECS), Peggy Shoar (HHD), Marc Dickey (ARTS), and Mira Farka (MCBE). Ed Collom (FAR) served as an ex officio member of the committee. The committee divided its work among separate subcommittees in order to examine two main areas: 1) bias and validity among SOQs and 2) SOQs implemented online and SOQs among online v. face-to-face instruction.

This report represents the culmination of one semester of research and discussion among the committee members. It is intended as a jumping off point for what must involve a campus-wide discussion among CSUF stakeholders. The SOQ committee itself did not share a consensus on some of its recommendations, which indicates the need for further examination and discussion. The report is structured according to the committee charge: 1) literature review, 2) campus policy review, and 3) recommendations.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Overall Validity & Reliability of SETs: What Do or Don’t They Measure?

¹ Within the research literature, evaluations of teaching administered to students are usually referred to as “student evaluations of teaching” (SETs). While CSUF previously called student evaluations of teaching performance “student ratings of instruction” (SRIs), they are currently referred to as “student opinion questionnaires” (SOQs). Since campus policies (e.g., CBA and UPS) use SOQs as student evaluations of teaching performance, SOQs and SETs will be referred to interchangeably for the purposes of this report.
• The structure of teaching quality is multidimensional. Research tested the reliability of a “students’ opinion questionnaire” (SOQ) and “student’s evaluation of education quality questionnaire” (SEEQ). The results showed that although both questionnaires had acceptable reliability, the SEEQ better revealed teaching’s multiple dimensions and also confirmed the Marsh opinion that believed that the structure of teaching quality is multidimensional (Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; Rezaei, Gharappeh, Bagher Kajbaf, Safari, Mohammadi, & Sharafi, 2018).

• SETs, in particular, omnibus “teaching effectiveness” measures, are poor measures of teacher effectiveness, operationalized as student performance in current or future courses (Boring, Ottoboni & Stark, 2016; Stark & Freishtat, 2012; Wigington, Tollefson & Rodriguez, 1989; Uttl, White, & Gonzalez, 2017; Williams, 2007).

• The interactions between instructor and class variables need to be considered when universities use student ratings of instruction to evaluate faculty. It would be unwise to assume that the same numerical rating means the same level of effectiveness when it is earned by instructors of different sexes at different professional ranks, teaching classes at different educational levels, and using different instructional formats. Class level, class size, and type of instruction, along with instructor reputation, instructor rank, and instructor sex need to be included in this consideration (Wigington, Tollefson & Rodriguez, 1989).

• SETs are more sensitive to students’ gender bias and grade expectations than they are to teaching effectiveness (Boring, Ottoboni & Stark, 2016).

• Teacher effectiveness as measured by students’ performance on end-of-semester exams was negatively correlated with teacher effectiveness as measured by performance in subsequent courses: “Just as it is misguided to assume that ratings have any obvious relationship with student learning, it is also misguided to assume that end-of-semester test performance is a valid measure of deep learning” (Braga, Paccagnella & Pellizzari, 2014, p. 85).

• There is some debate on the relationship between SET ratings and student outcomes based on meta-analyses. One study found that using large sample sizes showed no or minimal correlation between SET ratings and learning outcomes (Uttl, White & Gonzalez, 2017, p. 22—available online 2016). But, this interpretation has been challenged by Ryalls, Benton & Li (2016), who conclude that SET validity is better supported than any other teaching evaluation strategy.

• An evaluation often tells more about a student's opinion of a professor than about the professor's teaching effectiveness (Williams, 2007).

• SETs fail to measure important dimensions of teaching quality (Fox & Keeter, 1996).
The use of student ratings in academic trajectories should be used with caution considering the biases they account for (MacNell, Driscoll & Hunt, 2014).

SETs can provide useful insights for assessing teachers. In their review of the literature, Kornell and Hausman (2016) conclude that, although students may not have the expertise to recognize good teaching, “their reports reflect their experiences, including whether they enjoyed the class, whether the instructor helped them appreciate the material, and whether the instructor made them more likely to take a related follow-up course. We think that these factors should be taken into account when assessing how good a teacher is” (p. 7).

Stark and Freishtat (2014) found that “Student ratings of teaching are valuable when they ask the right questions, report response rates and score distributions, and are balanced by a variety of other sources and methods to evaluate teaching (p.1). They also reference Laurer (2012) in stating that “Students are in a good position to observe some aspects of teaching, such as clarity, pace, legibility, audibility, and their own excitement (or boredom). SETs can measure these things” (p. 4).

As cited in Linse (2017), SET validity has been tested more than any other method for evaluating faculty teaching (Abrami, 2001; Abrami, d’Apollonia & Cohen, 1990; Aleamon, 1999; d’Appolonia & Abrami, 1997; Feldman, 1989; Marsh, 1982b, 1984; Marsh & Roche, 1997). Citing Berk (2005, 2013a) and McKeachie (1997), Linse states that “the majority of the legitimate research on student ratings indicates that they are a more reliable and valid representation of teaching quality than any other method of evaluating teaching, including peer observation, focus groups, and external review of materials” and that “they are highly correlated with other measures of teaching effectiveness” (Abrami, d’Apollonia & Cohen, 1990; Berk, 2013a; qtd. in Linse, 2017, p. 97). However, Linse may be overstating Berk and McKeachie. Berk (2005, 2013a) proposes a unified conceptualization of teaching using multiple sources of evidence, such as student ratings, peer ratings, and self-evaluation, to provide an accurate and reliable base for formative and summative decisions. Further, Berk (2013a) concludes that higher education in general falls short of the available technology to comprehensively assess teaching effectiveness. McKeachie (1997) believes that student ratings are the single most valid source of data on teaching effectiveness but adds, “However, student ratings are not perfectly correlated with student learning, even in the validity studies carried out in large courses with multiple sections” (p. 1219), and argues that the problem lies neither in the ratings nor in the correction but rather in the lack of sophistication of personnel committees who use the ratings.

Global items in student ratings of instruction, or a general broad-stroke, summary index of teaching performance or course quality, can be unreliable, unrepresentative of the domain of teaching behaviors it was intended to measure, and inappropriate for personnel decisions according to US professional and legal standards (Berk, 2013b).
Gender Bias

- SETs are biased against women (Basow & Silberg, 1987; Boring, Ottoboni & Stark, 2016; MacNell, Driscoll & Hunt, 2014; Mitchell & Martin, 2018).

- The pattern of gender bias depends on multiple factors. One study shows that the effect is most strongly negative when the instructor is a female graduate student instructor, and disappears when the instructor is a female senior professor. The negative effect against female instructors is also stronger when the content is math-heavy, the class is predominantly male, and the instructor is young. On the other hand, female students give higher ratings to female instructors when the instructor is senior, and such bias can favor female instructors over male instructors when a class is majority female (Mengel, Sauermann & Zolitz, 2018).

- Male professor ratings are unaffected by student gender. However, male students gave female professors lower ratings (Basow, 1995).

- Because gender bias depends on so many factors, it is not possible to adjust for the bias. Gender biases can be large enough to cause more effective instructors to get lower SETs than less effective instructors (Boring, Ottoboni & Stark, 2016).

- Assistant instructors in an online class each operated under two different gender identities. Students rated the male identity significantly higher than the female identity, regardless of the instructor’s actual gender, demonstrating gender bias (MacNell, Driscoll & Hunt, 2014).

- The language students use in evaluations regarding male professors is significantly different than language used in evaluating female professors. They also show that a male instructor administering an identical online course as a female instructor receives higher ordinal scores in teaching evaluations, even when questions are not instructor-specific. Findings suggest that the relationship between gender and teaching evaluations may indicate that the use of evaluations in employment decisions is discriminatory against women (Mitchell & Martin, 2018).

- Female professors are rated higher in measures of instruction quality—students felt female professors are better teachers and that their class environments promoted significantly more learning (Whitworth, Price & Randall, 2002).

- Use of evaluations in employment and promotion decisions can be discriminatory against women (Mitchell & Martin, 2018). But, they conclude that “Research on this issue is far from complete. Our findings are a critical contribution, but more research is needed before the long-standing tradition of using SETs in employment decisions can be eliminated (p. 652).
Racial Bias

- Racial minority instructors tend to receive significantly lower SET scores compared to white male instructors (Merritt, 2007).

- One study results showed that racial minority faculty, particularly African Americans and Asians, were evaluated more negatively than White faculty in terms of overall quality, helpfulness, and clarity. Black male faculty were rated more negatively than other faculty (Reid, 2010).

- African American faculty scored lower mean scores on SETs than other measured racial/ethnic groups, including White, Asians, Latinos, and Native Americans (Smith & Hawkins, 2011).

- Students perceive faculty of color discussing “controversial issues” pertaining to racial inequity as being biased (Littleford & Jones, 2017).

- Students expect African American professors to be more biased when teaching race/diversity focused topics (Littleford, Ong, Tseng, Milliken & Humy, 2010).

- Ratings of professor warmth and availability for Latino professors appear to be contingent on their teaching style, whereas the rating of Anglo professors' warmth is less contingent upon teaching style. Among women professors with strict teaching styles, Anglo women were rated as more capable than Latinas with the same teaching style. Lenient Latinos were viewed as more capable than strict Latinos, whereas Anglo professors' capability was not contingent on teaching style. Anglo male students, more so than any other group of students, judge women professors and Latino professors as having a political agenda (Anderson & Smith, 2005).

Other Biases: Language, Age, Physical Appearance, Rank, Discipline, Course Level, Student Educational Level

- Professors perceived as attractive received student evaluations about 0.8 of a point higher on a 5-point scale (Riniolo, Johnson, Sherman & Misso, 2006).

- Instructors who are viewed as better looking receive higher instructional ratings, with the impact of a move from the 10th to the 90th percentile of beauty being substantial. This impact is larger for male than for female instructors (Hamermesh & Parker, 2005).

- Students rated the “young” male professor higher than they did the “young” female, “old” male, and “old” female professors on speaking enthusiastically and using a meaningful voice tone during the class lecture regardless of the identical manner in which the material was presented (Arbuckle & Williams, 2003).
● Tenured professors tend to have higher ratings than untenured (Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; Feldman, 1983).
● There can be an intersection of bias with implications for tenure and promotion. In her sample, Basow (1995) found that females are less likely to be tenured or promoted to professor (see also Basow & Silberg, 1997).
● Women with junior faculty status tend to score lower—male student respondents typically drive these lower scores. This sometimes results in female faculty spending even more time on “improving” their teaching and keeps them away from conducting research (Mengel, Sauermann & Zolitz, 2018).
● Humanities have higher ratings than sciences (Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; Feldman, 1983).
● Upper division courses are rated higher than lower division (Marsh & Dunkin, 1992; Feldman, 1983).
● Graduate students give higher scores than undergraduate students (Whitworth, Price & Randall, 2002).
● Non-native English speakers are more likely to receive lower SET scores. When examining the interaction between gender and non-native English, women that were non-native English speakers had the lowest scores (Fan et al., 2019).
● Chang, Zhang and Chen (2012) offer evidence of cultural bias in common SET questions. They advocate for changes that include the use of more interculturally and globally sensitive instruments.

In-Person vs. Online Evaluations/Evaluations of In-Person vs. Online Instruction

● In terms of administration, electronic evaluations are a more cost effective, efficient and reliable data collection strategy for student evaluations than paper evaluations (Collom & Calucag, 2019; Standish, Joines & Gallagher, 2018).

● Study results find that response rates are lower for online evaluations (Mau & Opengart, 2012; Standish, Joines, Young & Gallagher, 2018) but that they can be improved:
  ▪ By dedicating course time to complete them (Nevo, McClean & Nevo, 2010; Standish, Joines, Young & Gallagher, 2018).
  ▪ When the instructor assures students that their evaluations are valued (Chapman & Joines, 2017).
  ▪ By insuring a wide enough time window for asynchronous responses. Online, higher performing students tend to submit earlier and more positive evaluations, while lower performing students tend to submit their evaluations later (Estelami, 2015).
Recent studies find negligible differences in aggregate scores of evaluation ratings administered online versus in person when other biases and conditions are accounted for (Kelly, Ponton & Rovai, 2007; Risquez, Vaughan & Murphy, 2015; Standish, Joines, Young & Gallagher, 2018; Stanny, Gurung & Landrum, 2017).

Results of one study found lower racial bias for online asynchronous evaluations (Carle, 2009).

There are notable qualitative differences in the evaluations of online and face-to-face courses, which were considered to reflect differences in instruction rather than bias in evaluations (Kelly, Ponton & Rovai, 2007).

**REVIEW OF CAMPUS POLICIES AND PRACTICES**

A critical review of student evaluations is not a new endeavor in the CSU. In 2008, a joint committee of the California State University (CSU), the California Faculty Association (CFA), and the CSU Academic Senate (CSUAS) produced a report on “the best and most effective practices for the student evaluation of faculty teaching effectiveness” (p. 2). The report was based on a survey of twenty-two participating CSU campuses regarding their current student evaluation practices. Campuses reported on how forms were developed and if they included the opportunity for comments and qualitative feedback.

The committee considered the following questions: 1) what do student evaluations measure; 2) what factors influence the results of student evaluations; 3) what are the characteristics of well-designed teaching evaluations; and 4) how can student evaluations be used most effectively? The committee found that student evaluations are not a simple measure of teaching effectiveness and that they present a challenge for evaluating faculty: “student evaluations are ‘ratings derived from students’ overall feelings that arise from an inseparable mix of learning, pedagogical approaches, communication skills, and affective factors that may or may not be important to student learning’” (Nuhfer, 1996 qtd. in CSU, CFA & CSUAS, 2008, p. 4, original emphases).

The committee noted student variables that can influence the outcome of evaluations, including student motivation, anticipated grades, and the perceived difficulty of the course (p. 4), as well as online evaluation formats, which resulted in lower response rates and higher likelihood for defamatory or offensive speech that attacks the instructor (p. 6).

Recommendations were made in the following areas: administering evaluations, reporting results, determining which courses to evaluate, determining content and design of evaluation, and making recommendations most effective. Considerable attention was paid to online evaluations, particularly in the areas of security, confidentiality and anonymity, response rates, non-direct comparability of online v. in-person evaluations, and processes for challenging evaluations in personnel files. The committee concluded that student evaluations primarily measure student satisfaction and, as such, should never be the sole basis for evaluation of teaching effectiveness. Further, student evaluations must be recognized as only
one component of an evaluation of teaching effectiveness (p. 9). Recommendations were also made to the following groups: Chancellor’s Office, Academic Senate CSU, CFA, Provosts, and campus Academic Senates and faculty. Notably, the committee recommended that the Chancellor’s Office examine the influence of racial, ethnic, and gender bias on evaluations (p. 10).

As for current SOQ policy and practices at CSUF, the CFA/CSU Collective Bargaining Agreement (2015) states that periodic evaluation procedures “shall, for tenure-track faculty unit employees who teach, include, but not be limited to, student evaluations of teaching performance.” Student evaluations of teaching are also required for the periodic evaluation of full-time temporary faculty unit employees (CFA, p. 52). The CSUF University Policy Statements 210.002, 210.020, and 220.000 pertain to SOQs. In particular, UPS 210.002 states, “Student Opinion Questionnaires contribute significantly to the evaluation of a faculty member’s teaching effectiveness” (p. 6), suggesting that SOQs correlate with teaching effectiveness. Per UPS 210.020, consideration of SOQs is required in the periodic evaluation of tenured faculty.

Notably, the 2008 joint committee report concluded that there was no single definition of teaching effectiveness, and, in spite of the report being produced in 2008, UPS 220.00 on Policies, Procedures, and Guidelines for the Administration of SOQ Forms has not been revised since 2007.

In a non-systematic comparison across colleges and departments, the SOQ committee found inconsistent interpretations of UPS pertaining to SOQs in terms of varying departmental personnel standards, SOQ questionnaire forms (with 106 different forms campus-wide), and practices (e.g., how SOQs are administered and analyzed, with different weight placed on numerical scores vs. written comments). Student response rates on SOQs are also widely variable (Collom & Calucag, 2019).

OTHER OBSERVATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

- An analysis of CSUF SOQ data to test for bias (instructor age, gender, race, etc.) has not been done. Because it would require coding faculty characteristics (age, gender, race), drawing from a variety of sources, such an analysis was beyond the scope of the committee’s work and would potentially compromise policies on confidentiality and privacy.

- Several members of this committee with significant DPC experience noted that they frequently found the written comments of students to be more valuable than the raw scores when evaluating departmental faculty teaching performance. We did not find literature assessing the value of student comments, but we were not able to conduct an exhaustive search.

- SOQs have the potential to expose inappropriate faculty conduct that would not be
apparent via announced peer observations or evaluations of teaching materials. Such inappropriate conduct could include frequent cancellation of class and office hours, ineffective use of class time, frequent change of assignment due dates, failure to return graded material in a timely manner, or favoritism.

- SOQs have the potential to offer valuable feedback to faculty, allowing them to see the student perspective and improve teaching practices.

- In a non-systematic comparison of SOQ forms among CSUF departments, significant variability in the nature, and arguably the quality, of the questions posed to students was noted.

- Similarly, it was discovered that different CSUF departments use a variety of inappropriate ways to incorporate SOQ scores into faculty evaluations: (i) some departments specify SOQ score ranges that qualify teaching as “outstanding,” “very good,” etc., precise to two decimal places. These are applied irrespective of course format (lecture vs. discussion), level (100-level vs. 400-level), or enrollment (many or few students); (ii) some departments specify that all junior faculty must achieve “above average” SOQ scores in order to earn tenure; and (iii) some departments merely specify that SOQ scores must be above a certain minimum, without categorizing score ranges as “outstanding,” “very good,” etc.

- Several members of the committee perceived that SOQ scores are often the only quantitative element in an instructor portfolio, and thus requiring the least effort to evaluate, and also giving a false sense of precision. They are often the first element of a teaching portfolio that departmental personnel committees look for. This seems to contribute to a well-studied cognitive bias known as “anchoring bias,” in which early information biases decision-making, with later information discounted if it is not in accord with early information (Tversky & Kahnemann, 1974).

- Complete elimination of SOQs would potentially place all evaluation decisions in the hands of departmental faculty on personnel committees, based on peer observation and/or evaluation of teaching materials. Faculty are specialists in their discipline, but perhaps not pedagogy, and may not be better qualified than students to evaluate teaching effectiveness. Moreover, lack of fairness in evaluation of faculty by faculty (whether of teaching or research) stemming from departmental politics, personal grudges, and bias is well-documented. Therefore, while SOQs may be problematic, their elimination has the potential to introduce more bias to evaluation of teaching (Ryalls, Benton & Li, 2016).

- Braga, Paccagnella & Pellizzari (2014) found bias but suggest ways SETs might be used differently. For example, they suggest that “since the evaluations of the best students are more aligned with actual teachers’ effectiveness, the opinions of the very
good students could be given more weight in the measurement of professors’ performance” (p. 85).

- Stark and Freishtat (2014) suggest that reliably and routinely measuring teaching effectiveness will never happen because it does not seem possible to effectively define it. In light of the controversy surrounding the utility of SETs, they have made the following recommendations:
  - Drop omnibus items about “overall teaching effectiveness” and “value of the course” from teaching evaluations.
  - Do not average or compare averages of student rating scores. Instead, report the distribution of scores, along with the number of responders and the response rate.
  - Pay careful attention to student comments—but understand their scope and limitations.
  - Students are the authorities on their experiences in class, but typically are not well situated to evaluate pedagogy generally.
  - When response rates are low, extrapolation is unreliable.
  - Avoid comparing teaching in courses of different types, levels, sizes, functions, or disciplines.
  - Use teaching portfolios as part of the review process.
  - Use classroom observation as part of milestone reviews.
  - To improve teaching and evaluate teaching fairly and honestly, spend more time observing the teaching and looking at teaching materials (p. 6).

- McDaniel (2018) suggests including language in the course syllabus that addresses student evaluations. Such language would increase student awareness of their learning experience throughout the semester and promotes the need for meaningful responses on the evaluation. Consider examples provided on https://s3.amazonaws.com/vu-cft/eval/examples.html

- Some committee members noted that the high number and frequency of portal notifications that students receive reminding them to complete the SOQs could negatively influence students’ responses.

- In order to increase response rates, appropriate incentives that do not contribute to response bias could be provided for students to encourage them to complete their SOQs.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- Reconstitute the Academic Senate SOQ committee next year to examine current campus SOQ practices for bias, variability of SOQ practices across campus, and effective alternatives to SOQs.

- Extend committee work to expand dialogue and inquiry on SOQ practices beyond
the CSUF campus.

- FAR should continue to monitor student response rates for online vs. paper SOQs.

- Potential recommendations for future deliberation:
  - Relevant University Policy Statements should be revised to convey that SOQs are valued indicators of student opinions but are not reliable measures of student learning.
  - Work with CFA to modify CBA articles on student evaluations of teaching performance and align UPS with any CBA changes.
  - Departments should establish policies for SOQ interpretations that acknowledge their limitations and potential biases.
  - Departments should establish policies requiring additional, appropriate indicators and criteria for teaching performance that are independent from SOQs.
  - All SOQs should go online to the extent possible for more reliable, cost and time efficient processing, and to avoid biases created by inconsistencies in administration.
  - The literature mostly demonstrates that SETs are not a valid measure of teaching effectiveness if conceptualized as student performance or learning. Based on this, either: 1) stop using SOQs as an objective measure of teaching effectiveness and rather as measures of student opinion or perception or 2) deemphasize SOQs as indicators of teaching effectiveness, and rather consider them as one type of data to be used in the overall evaluation of teaching effectiveness (Rezaei, Ghartappeh, Bagher Kajbaf, Safari, Mohammadi, & Sharafi, 2018; Oermann, Conklin, Rushton & Bush, 2018).
  - The onus should be on universities that rely on SOQs for employment decisions to provide convincing affirmative evidence that such reliance does not have disparate impact on women, underrepresented minorities, or other protected groups. Because the bias varies by course and institution, affirmative evidence needs to be specific to a given course in a given department in a given university. Absent such specific evidence, SOQs should not be used for personnel decisions (Boring, Ottoboni & Stark, 2016, p. 11).
  - Any decisions stemming from SOQs “should be made very tentatively and alongside other indices of instructional effectiveness such as statements of the instructor’s teaching philosophies, duties, and short- and long-term goals and objectives; self- evaluations undertaken by the instructor; evaluations by peers and administrators; unsolicited written comments made by students; samples of students’ work; and records of student achievement after leaving the course and/or institution” (Seldin qtd. in Onwuegbuzie, Daniel & Collins, 2009, p. 207).
  - Analyse existing CSUF SOQ data for the existence of bias according to faculty age, race, gender, etc. If data are not available, collect data to assess this question. Include student study sample.
  - Use SOQs as a means of obtaining student feedback and opinions that may be considered by the instructor for instructional or course improvement.
  - Consider the utility of SOQ scores as a measure of improvement of ability to engage students over consecutive semesters in the same course by a single instructor. Keep
in mind that, as measures of student opinion, SOQs are not a measure of student learning outcomes or teaching effectiveness, but may nevertheless provide some useful feedback about the student experience.

- When using SOQs as part of the evaluation of student experience of faculty teaching performance, departmental personnel committees should follow evidence-based guidelines and best practices. These include: (i) not relying on fixed SOQ ranges that use the same scale across courses of different levels and formats (e.g., 200-level vs. 400-level courses, lecture vs. seminar/discussion courses, large vs. small classes); (ii) not averaging into an aggregate score a faculty member’s SOQ scores from courses of different formats; and (iii) not requiring that all junior faculty achieve “above average” SOQ scores.

- If departmental personnel documents are permitted to specify SOQ score ranges that characterize instruction as “outstanding,” “very good,” etc., then they should be required to specify also how other measures of teaching effectiveness shall be quantified, including peer evaluations, quality of teaching materials and assessments, self-reflections, etc. This is to avoid the cognitive bias that over-weighs quantitative measures relative to qualitative measures.

- Data analysis should not be limited to averages but also consider data distribution and dispersion (Stark & Freishtat, 2014).

- Develop guidelines and recommendations for improving the quality of questions posed to students on SOQ forms. This should include examples of useful, validated questions to ask students.

- Develop ways to standardize the use of student comments in the evaluation of teaching.

- Explore validated alternatives to SOQs, such as peer evaluations of teaching, as measures of teaching effectiveness.

- Develop guidelines and training to assist departmental personnel committees in the fair, unbiased, and rigorous assessment of faculty teaching effectiveness during the RTP process.

- Consider hiring a permanent educational specialist in the Faculty Development Center to assist departments and faculty in the assessment and improvement of faculty teaching effectiveness.

- Consider adopting practices for evaluating and improving faculty teaching used by other institutions, such as offering optional confidential classroom observations and feedback by professional educators (Rice University, https://cte.rice.edu/observations) or developing trainings on pedagogy for new faculty, to be offered along with a 3-unit assigned time in the first semesters.

- Set a minimum number of students required for SOQ administration in order to ensure anonymity.

- Establish a notification policy that is more streamlined and less burdensome for students in order to remind them to complete the end-of-term SOQs.

- Establish appropriate incentives for students to complete the end-of-term SOQs.
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